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Agenda

� Architecture « E2E »

� Nouvelle console JSC

� Interface avec WLM

� Gestion centralisée des sysouts de 
l’environnement distribué

� TWS for Applications

� Questions/réponses
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configuration ordonnancement

Sun
Primary Domain Manager(FTA)

Unix.01
100.1.1.2

UX01

Windows 2000
Fault Tolerant Agent (FTA)

Win2000.001
100.1.1.3

W001

Windows 2000
Fault Tolerant Agent (FTA)

Win2000.002
100.1.1.4

W002Symphony

Symphony

Symphony

Plan
Courant

Symphony

z/OS
Master Domain Manager

TWSE2E
100.1.1.1

CPU1

TWS Server Adress Space

TWS Tracker Adress Space

TWS Controler Adress Space

JES2

Data

Base

Exemple de configuration « E2E » simple: 1) les agents FTA
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configuration consoles

Sun
Primary Domain Manager(FTA)

Unix.01
100.1.1.2

UX01

Windows 2000
Fault Tolerant Agent (FTA)

Win2000.002
100.1.1.4

W002

JSC*

Windows 2000
Fault Tolerant Agent (FTA)

Win2000.001
100.1.1.3

W001

Framework

Job Scheduling Services

Connector (instances)

Job Scheduling Services

JSC*

JSC*

* Job Scheduling Console: interface graphique Java

z/OS
Master Domain Manager

TWSE2E
100.1.1.1

CPU1

TWS Server Adress Space

TWS Tracker Adress Space

TWS Controler Adress Space

JES 2

Plan
Courant

Symphony

Data
Base

Symphony

Symphony

Symphony

Exemple de configuration « E2E » simple: 2) les consoles JSC
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Extraits du paramétrage tws master: topologie

� end to end server parmlib member (SERVOPTS) :

� member(SERVOPTS) statements: 

SERVOPTS TPLGYPRM (TOPOLOGY)

/*member with topology definitions */

� member(TOPOLOGY) statements:

TOPOLOGY TPLGYMEM (TPDOMAIN)

/*member with domain + FTA descriptions*/

� member(TPDOMAIN) statements:

DOMREC 

DOMAIN(Unix.01) /*domain name for 1st domain */

DOMMNGR(UX01) /* Domain Manager FTA name */

DOMPARENT(MASTERDM) /* domain parent is MASTERDM */

CPUREC 

CPUNAME(UX01) /* FTA name (“OPC” WS name) */

CPUDOMAIN(Unix.01) /* the TWS domain name for this FTA */

CPUREC 

CPUNAME(W001) /* FTA name (“OPC” WS name) */

CPUDOMAIN(Unix.01) /* TWS domain name for this FTA */
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Extraits du paramétrage tws master: users

� end to end server parmlib member (SERVOPTS) :

� member(SERVOPTS) statements: 

SERVOPTS 

TPLGYPRM (TOPOLOGY) /*member with topology definitions */

USERMAP (JSCUSERS)    /* member with JSC users mapping to TSO users */

� member(TOPOLOGY) statements:

TOPOLOGY 

USRMEM (TPUSER) /* member with Windows user-pswd defs */

� member(TPUSER) statements:

USRREC 

USRCPU(W001) /* W001 FTA is a Windows System */

USRNAM(maestro) /* the user name defined for TWS jobs submission */

USRPSW(‘maestro') /* password for the previous user name */

� member(JSCUSERS) statements:

USER ‘maestro@ Win2000.001-REGION’ RACFUSER(TSO00001)

/* ‘maestro’ JSC user will have ‘TSO00001’ rights to access TWS DB & plan on z/OS */

/* ‘maestro’ is here the userid defined in the Tivoli FrameWork */
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Agenda

� Architecture « E2E »

� Nouvelle console JSC

� Interface avec WLM

� Gestion centralisée des sysouts de 
l’environnement distribué

� TWS for Applications

� Questions/réponses
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Job Scheduling Console 8.3
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Tivoli Workload Scheduler 8.3 Java API

� Export APIs for remote job management and monitoring

� TWS 8.3 architecture based on J2EE (Java2 Enterprise Ed.)

� Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) remote interfaces accesible via 
standard Remote Method Invocation (RMI) connection

� Access to all ITWS functional areas

�Distributed ITWS database

�Distributed ITWS plan (including submit functions)

�z/OS ITWS database

�z/OS ITWS Plan (including submit functions)

� Documented and supported - Javadoc provided for both data 
model and connector
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Agenda

� Architecture « E2E »

� Nouvelle console JSC

� Interface avec WLM

� Gestion centralisée des sysouts de 
l’environnement distribué

� TWS for Applications

� Questions/réponses
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�TWSz-WLM integration enhancement, main points

� WLM SE introduced in TWSz definitions (Application Description and Current Plan)

� multiple jesplex within sysplex boundaries configuration supported

� fast detections of SE problems related to TWSz operations

� automatic re-submission of jobs waiting on SE availability

� multiple sysplex configuration supported

� no more need to manually tailor each JCLs anytime a SE must be associated to a job 

�TWSz-WLM integration enhancement, business value

� maximizing the usage of system resources

� load balancing of scheduling workload

� better service levels handling

TWS z/OS 8.2 - WLM SE integration – overview
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SCHENVA

RESA = ON
RESB = ON
RESC = OFF

z/OS
Sysplex

SYS1

TWS z/OS
Controller

TWS z/OS
Tracker1

SYS2

TWS z/OS
Tracker2

JES

RESA = OFF

RESB = OFF

RESC = OFF
RESC = ON

WLM

JOB1
SCHENVA

JOB2
SCHENVB

RESB = ON

RESA = ON

Associating a WLM Scheduling Environment to TWS 
for z/OS operations (Application Description and 
Current Plan)

� PIF  - granular

� Mass Update - massive

� Batch Loader - massive

� EQQUX001 - massive

� EQQDPX01 - massive

At submission time the job will be tailored
adding the SCHENV parm to the job card

� ISPF                  - granular

No more need to edit JCLs to insert
SCHENV parameter

WLM integration : SE definition in TWSz operations
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SCHENVA

RESA = ON
RESB = ON
RESC = OFF

z/OS
Sysplex

SYS1

TWS z/OS
Controller

TWS z/OS
Tracker1

SYS2

TWS z/OS
Tracker2

JES

RESA = OFF

RESB = OFF

RESC = OFF
RESC = ON

WLM

JOB1
SCHENVA

JOB2
SCHENVB

RESB = ON

RESA = ON

Monitoring

� Before submitting jobs, TWSz checks for SE status

� SE not available or not existing prevent job submission

Prevent jobs needing SE not available to
remain in the WLM hold queue
Possibility to track SE related problems, 
via  TWSz Dialogs:

� monitoring on SE
� monitoring on new extended status

� Jobs with SE not available are assigned

� Waiting for SE extended status

� Jobs with SE not existing are assigned

� SEUN error code

WLM integration : SE monitoring in TWSz operations
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SCHENVA

RESA = ON
RESB = ON
RESC = OFF

z/OS
Sysplex

SYS1

TWS z/OS
Controller

TWS z/OS
Tracker1

SYS2

TWS z/OS
Tracker2

JES

RESA = OFF

RESB = OFF

RESC = OFF
RESC = ON

WLM

JOB1
SCHENVA

JOB2
SCHENVB

RESB = ON

RESA = ON

Automatic resubmission

� Trackers activate a mechanism listening SEs
status

� It produces a new event as soon as a SE gets 
available

� When Controller receives the event, jobs
waiting for SE are automatically retried

No manual intervention for jobs holding 
for SE availabilityRESC = OFF

JOB1
SCHENVA

WLM integration : Automatic resubmission of jobs waiting for SE 
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Agenda

� Architecture « E2E »

� Nouvelle console JSC

� Interface avec WLM

� Gestion centralisée des sysouts de 
l’environnement distribué

� TWS for Applications

� Questions/réponses
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How do I manage all of these outputs ?
� JCL Job outputs are being stored on datasets or sent to 

JES output queues to be processed at the later stage

� In the Workload Scheduler E2E configuration, logs and 
outputs are also produced and stored locally on the 
distributed server machines where the job actually runs.

�Potential risk of data loss

�Storage space required for logs on each Agent

� In E2E, viewing logs is done via the JSC interface or 
ISPF GUI

�JSC requires the installation of software rather than 
a pure browser interface

�Advanced job log searching is not possible

� Viewing z/OS job outputs is achieved by using either the 
JSC, the ISPF GUI, or SDSF (or a similar product).
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IBM Output Management Solutions

� IBM Output Manager for z/OS

� Online Viewing and Report Distribution Tool

� Includes Web Browser Interface and 
browse facility for third party archiving 

products

� Available only for JES outputs

� IBM DB2 Content Manager On Demand

� integration of joblogs into an online, 

electronic information archive and retrieval 

system

� JES outputs, z/OS Datasets and files from 

the distributed servers

IBM

Content Manager

IBM

Output Manager
for z/OS

OUTPUTS
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What are the benefits within Workload Scheduler

� Single automated and centralized 

archive for all job log records.

� Easy to use search / retrieve interface 

via the web

� Elimination of manual activities 
associated with management of log 
records distributed around the 
organisation.
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Let’s see if there is another solution that provides…

� Multi-Platform and Fault Tolerant 
capability

� Integration with existing Output 
Management solution on Mainframe

� One single joblog per job

� Joblog sent to JES Spool output class 

where existing archiving product operates  

� Header text with relevant job info added 
to Joblog

� Joblog retrieval executed as soon as job 
completes (successful or fail)
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Domain 

Manager 

DMB

MASTERDM

Master 

Scheduler

z/OS

AIX

Domain 

Manager 

DMA

HPUX

AIX Windows 2000 Solaris

DomainA DomainB

FTA1 FTA2 FTA3 FTA4

HP-UX

outputoutput output output

outputoutput

output

Job 

Scheduling 

Console

Logging in Workload Scheduler

� Job Standard List 

� Netman logs

� JCL SYSOUT

� User reports

� Planning Reports
Current Plan
Long Term Plan

� Other Product Reports
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Why not using EXIT7 ?

A possible solution is to modify EQQUX007 to:

� submit a job any time an operation running on FTA goes to C 

(Complete) or E (Error) status

The submitted job will:

� use PIF interface to retrieve joblog from FTA

� adopt the same job name as the operation job name that 

executed on the target FTA as per the TWS for z/OS Plan

� extract necessary information for the header text and copy it, 

as well as joblog, to a dedicated SYSOUT Class

The existing mainframe archiving product can  then 
archive the header and joblog for the job

This is one sample solution.This is one sample solution.

Many customizations are allowed!Many customizations are allowed!
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Analyse and logic:

* Is TWS for z/OS calling task the Event Manager (EM)?

* Yes –> Is it a FTW workstation (Starts with F)?

* Yes –> Is Status C or E and is it a “job event”?

* Yes -> Extract job name and other information 

for header from EQQUX007 parameters 

Submit job with extracted job name

1. Job step  – Execute REXX program that

- Retrieves the FTW job log using TWS for z/OS PIF

PIF program is called with parameters: ContSubSys, ApplicationID, ApplicationInputArrivalTime, 

OperationNumber

- Create header information from information passed from EQQUX007 exit and extracted from the retrieved 

job log

- Write header and retrieved job log to temporary and passed dataset

2. Job step – Execute IEBGENER job that

- Reads header and job log from dataset created in step 1 (allocated to SYSUT1 dd-card)

- Writes the read data to dedicated JES SYSOUT class (defined on SYSUT2 dd-card)
Note that step 2 will not be executed if return code <> 0 in step 1.

Also note that the header and job log can be passed to step 2 using a physical dataset. If a physical dataset is

used to pass header and job log, a step 3 should be added that deletes the dataset if return code = 0 in step 1 

and step 2.

TWS for z/OS plan EQQUX007 exit

Job submitted by the EQQUX007 exit 

Solution Details
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Benefits

� Simple: Low Cost of Ownership

� EQQUX007 and submitted job components only

� Perfectly integrated within TWS for z/OS Controller

�not necessary to develop programs or to deploy Output Management
solution Agents to handle retrieval of joblogs

� Easy to insert logic on existing EXIT7 programs 

� Can be combined with any Archiving products on Mainframe

� Uses existing E2E functionalities and topology

� It can be Fault Tolerant

�if there is no connection with FTW retrieval jobs will end in error

�retrieval jobs can be manually rerun when connection is re-
established
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To Consider….

� Fault Tolerance: retrieval jobs failing due to connection lost with FTW

�The process can be monitored and simplified by defining the EQQUX007 
submitted job in the TWS for z/OS ETT table

�Operators or Planners can then be notified of failures and they can rerun the 
jobs when the connection is re-established

� Performances

�There could be a potential issue when many jobs are being executed and 
completed in the FTW within a short time interval

�Concurrent usage of PIF interface by other Applications 
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Through the Job Scheduling Console you can:

In addition to these standard tasks, the JSC provides a 
set of specific 

R/3 panels that allows you to:

JSC & XA – Overview

� Create/Modify extended agent workstations.
� Create/Modify Jobs whose aim is to run an extended agent job.

� Query the list of existing R/3 Standard Jobs, Business Information 

Warehouse InfoPackages and ProcessChains.

� Create/Modify R/3 Standard Job properties and step list.

� Query the list of existing variants for a specific ABAP.
� Create/Modify variants.

� Get the whole definition of an existing InfoPackage.
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JSC & XA – Standard “Extended Agent” Jobs

From the JSC you can create
standard Extended Agent Jobs.

In the General Tab you should
put general information such as

the target extended agent cpu,
login name and recovery 

options. 

In the Task Tab you need to put
the extended agent command, 
as required by each specific

access method.

You could either insert a Return
Code Mapping expression.

PeopleSoft

Example

For Oracle, PeopleSoft and z/OS Access Methods.

Either R/3 Access Method when the JobDef option
has been removed from the r3batch.opts file.
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JSC & XA – R/3 Standard Jobs

From the JSC you can create
SAP Jobs. 

Actually this is a standard TWS 
Job whose aim is to run an 

R/3 Job.

The JSC helps you during this
definition phase by providing

three types of query for:
� Standard R/3 Jobs
� BIW InfoPackages

� BIW ProcessChains

Pick List
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JSC & XA – R/3 Standard Job Steps

Through the JSC you can edit
the job properties of the real R/3

job. 

Changes made on this panel

actually affect the job properties
on the R/3 side, such as the step 

type, variant or external program
parameters. 

Two step types are supported:
� ABAP/4

� External Program

When modify a job by adding or
removing a step, a new R/3 job
is actually created and a new job

id is generated.
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JSC & XA – R/3 Variant Support

When defining a Standard R/3
job you should specify a variant

for each ABAP Step.

The JSC allows you to:

� Query the list of available
variants for a specific ABAP.

� Edit/View/Delete an existing
variant.

� Create a new variant.

Once a variant is opened, the

JSC gets both variant definition
and values through r3batch 

and dynamically builds the 
proper view for it.

Pick List
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JSC & XA – R/3 Variant Support

Job Scheduling

Console

SAP R/3

GUI
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JSC & XA – R/3 Variant Support

Job Scheduling

Console
SAP R/3

GUI
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JSC & XA – R/3 InfoPackage Jobs

When defining a TWS job whose
aim is to run a BW InfoPackage,

you should select the target
InfoPackge through the pick list
task.

In addition to the standard query
constraints (name and owner), 

you can specify advanced filter
criteria for the pick list of 

InfoPackages:
� InfoSource
� DataSource

� SourceSystem

Note that at least SAP Business 

Information Warehouse 2.0 is 
supposed to be installed on the
target R/3 system.

Pick List
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JSC & XA – R/3 InfoPackage Details

The JSC allows you to get the
complete definition of an R/3 

InfoPackage. 

It contains information such as:

� InfoPackage, InfoSource
DataSource names

� Request Type, Update Mode
and InfoSouce Type

� InfoCube List
� Third Party Selection List
� Selection Options

� Hierarchy Parameters
� File Parameters

� Schedule Options
� Destination Options
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JSC & XA – R/3 ProcessChain Jobs

Through the JSC you can get
the lisf of existing Business

Warehouse ProcessChains on
the target R/3 System.

You can specify either the 
ProcessChain’s name or the

owner’s one as filter criteria.

Note that at least SAP Business
Information Warehouse 3.0 is
supposed to be installed on the

target R/3 system.

Pick List
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Annonces
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IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler LoadLeveler
� IBM LoadLeveler has moved to Tivoli !

� Product Overview

� TWS LoadLeveler is a job management system that allows Tivoli customers to 
optimize workload execution and performance on AIX and Linux clusters of 
systems by matching the jobs processing needs with the available resources.

� TWS LoadLeveler extends the TWS Family to support:

� Cluster environments where the customer wants to improve resource utilization and job 
throughput across a variety of servers. 

� Cluster environments where the customer wants to exploit idle server cycles.

� A Beowulf cluster environment for running massively parallel MPI applications.

� Environments where customers are new to cluster computing and need an easy-to-use 
fully documented and supported job scheduler. 

� Grid environments in which multiple applications are being dispatched across virtualized 
resources.
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La famille de produits TWS

� 5724-I23 – IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler LoadLeveler for Linux

� 5765-E69 – IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler LoadLeveler for AIX

� 5698-WSH – IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler for Distributed

� 5698-WSE - IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler for Applications 

� 5724-I64 - IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler for Virtualized Data 
Centers

� 5698-A17 – IBM Tivoli Workload Scheduler for z/OS
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Synthèse

� Architecture « E2E »

� Nouvelle console JSC 8.3

� Interface avec WLM (PTFs)

� Gestion centralisée des sysouts de 

l’environnement distribué (Tool)

� TWS for Applications (produit)

� Annonces

�TWS LoadLeveler
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